
Sample of correctly filled-out Auto-Debit Arrangement (ADA) Enrollment/Cancellation Form 

 

* Page 2 - Auto- Debit Arrangement (ADA) Terms and Conditions should be printed at the back of this 

form. If printed on a separate sheet, signatory/ies should also sign at the bottom of the page. 

 



Guide in completing the Auto-Debit Arrangement (ADA) Enrollment/ Cancellation Form 

The ADA Enrollment/Cancellation Form is to be filled-out by the BDO customer to authorize the debit of his/her account to pay 

the corporate client who availed of ADA service. The corporate client is referred to here as the Biller. 

 

Customer Information 
1. Write the full Account Name of the BDO customer. 
2. Tick the box if Individual or Corporate client. 
3. Write the Email address. 
4. Write the Contact Nos. 
5. Alterations/erasures should be fully countersigned. 

 

 
 
Billers Information 

6. For ADA, tick the box beside E if for Enrollment or C if for Cancellation 
7. Write the Biller name or the corporate client to pay (e.g. ABC Corp) 
8. Write the Subscriber/ Reference No (e.g. policy number, customer number, etc.) 
9. Write the Subscriber Name  
10. Write the valid 12-digit BDO Account No for ADA where funds will be debited from 

 

 
Signatory/ies  -  

11. Write the full account name and signature according to the signing arrangement (whether sole, joint or corporate 

account)

 



Auto-Debit Arrangement (ADA) Terms and Conditions 

12. The ADA Terms and Conditions (T & C) on page 2 should be printed at the back of the form. If this is printed on the 

separate page, the authorized signatory/ies should also write their name and signature at the bottom of the page. 

 
Incomplete information and non-compliance to above requirements may result to the return of the form. 



Common errors in completing the form: 

 Incomplete details on the form 

 Correction/ alteration is not countersigned 

 No tick mark on ADA options whether for E (enrolment) or C (cancellation) 

 Invalid ADA account number 

 Account name and account number do not match 

 Unsigned form 

 Unable to verify signature vs bank record 

 Signatures do not comply with the signing arrangement 

 ADA Terms and Conditions (T&C) in page 2 is not printed at the back of the form. If this is 

printed on a separate sheet, signatory/ies should also sign at the bottom of the page. 
 


